The state at the end of the segment is found by integrating the equations of motion over the segment as shown in Eq.( 4)
Neural-network Method Formulation
The neural network approximation results in ) , , ( Similarly, to approach the objective function, the neural network is trained to approximate the value of the objective along a segment. Again the value of the objective function along such a segment depends only on the initial state and the control history.
Thus the objective function value depends only on the initial state at the first node and the controls at each node:
Derivative Calculation of Neutral Network
The equation for network output z is
Using the chain rule,the gradient of the entire network with respect to the inputs is easily computed.For a three-layer network, the gradient is
Where the functions Yd(.) and YJ(.) are now approximated by neural networks. Equation (10) can be applied to calculate the gradient.
UAV Path Planning optimization

Equations of Motion
The state equations used in this path planning problem involve simple two-dimentional kinematics, as shown in Eq.(12). The states include north and east positions of the target(rxtgt and rytgt) and UAV(rx and ry ), the true airspeed V, and the aircraft heading Ψ .The controls are longitudinal acceleration command ua and bank angle command Φ u : Figure2 shows two UAVs observing a stationary target with no-fly zone. The question of collision avoidance is not addressed for this work. As a practical matter, flying the UAVs at different altitudes removes the need for collision avoidance. This would require the target-in-view network to be trained against altitude. For these results, all UAVs are flown at the same altitude. Note in Fig.3a how the black UAV diverts at the start to avoid simultaneous target coverage. The given coverage time is a 30s moving average. Figure 2b shows that the UAVs alternate sensor coverage as desired. The black and blue bars indicate when the sensor onboard UAV 1 or 2 is viewing the target. 
Conclusion
In this paper the neutral network path-planning optimization method is discussed. The results from the multiple UAV with a fixed camera have shown that neutral network approximation generally matches the optimization.
